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1 Introduction

Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) has been proven to be a powerful signal processing tool for imaging of moving targets in military and civilian applications. In ISAR imaging, the finer range resolution can be obtained by transmitting larger-bandwidth signals, while the cross-range resolution can be improved by wider aspect observations. Generally, wide aspect observations can be obtained by performing long-time observation with a monostatic ISAR or by acquiring multiaspect observations with multiple radar receiver configurations. In other words, multiaspect observations can be utilized to form a higher-resolution two-dimensional (2-D) ISAR image as well as perform three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction of a target. Reference studies the parameter estimation of ISAR imaging with multiaspect observations, which further extends the application of multiaspect observations. However, in general, the ISAR image is just a 2-D range-Doppler projection of the 3-D target’s reflectivity function onto an image plane, which is mainly determined by the motion of targets with respect to the line of radar sight (LOS) and cannot be predicted. Thus the conventional 2-D ISAR image no longer meets the increasing demand of target recognition and target identification to some extent.

Recently, to further improve the ability of target recognition, especially for a noncooperative target, many algorithms are introduced for different imaging modes. Reference puts forward the data level fusion method with multiaspect observations, which can obtain the target spatial structure information with known imaging geometry. In contrast to 2-D ISAR images, given the capability of providing the target’s structure information, the 3-D ISAR imaging techniques for...
maneuvering targets have attracted wide attention in many applications such as target identification and target recognition. There is much literature that covers 3-D ISAR images with various algorithms. The algorithms in Refs. 14 and 15 require a 2-D antenna array to generate the 3-D images of a target; however, multiantennas inevitably result in great system complexity. References 12–16 present the interferometric ISAR (InISAR) imaging technique, which combines the interferometric processing and ISAR processing to form 3-D images. Fortunately, the InISAR imaging technique has notable advantages over the aforementioned techniques in both system structure and signal processing; therefore, it attracts the attention of many researchers.

Nevertheless, in order to employ interferometry via each antenna’s ISAR images, the InISAR imaging techniques in Refs. 12 and 15 take the linear time-frequency transform and searching procedure successively, but neglect the bilinear time-frequency transform with the higher time-frequency resolution. Different from the aforementioned InISAR technique, this paper presents a 3-D InISAR imaging algorithm for maneuvering targets based on the joint cross modified Wigner-Ville distribution (MWVD). In this paper, three antennas forming two orthogonal interferometric baselines are located in the same plane orthogonal to the LOS, and a uniform range alignment and phase adjustment must be implemented together on the three antennas’ echo signals to keep the coherence among them. In addition, the joint cross MWVD of the data acquired from each two antennas located along one baseline can be adopted for each range cell, and then the 3-D structure positions of all scatterers can be solved directly from the preserved phase information in the distribution, where each scatterer is distinctly separated. Meanwhile, the 3-D images of the maneuvering target can be obtained.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The InISAR system model and signal format are described in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the joint cross MWVD and its application are discussed in detail. Section 4 gives the analyses of the cross-terms suppression and the computational cost. In Sec. 5, a 3-D InISAR imaging algorithm is proposed based on joint cross MWVD. Finally, the simulation results of the presented algorithm and the conclusion are given in Secs. 6 and 7.

2 Interferometric Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Model and Signal Format

The InISAR system in Fig. 1 is based on the assumption that the model is the approximate choice for real application scenarios. The proposed model consists of three antennas located at points A, B, and C, respectively, and XYZ defines a Cartesian coordinate with the origin O as the location of the antenna A. In order to achieve 3-D images of the target, these antennas have to lie on a horizontal and a vertical baseline, respectively. Antenna A, doubling as both a transmitter and a receiver, is chosen at the origin; the LOS is the axis Y, and the receiving antennas B and C are located on the axis X and axis Z with the coordinates (−L, 0,0) and (0,0,−L), respectively.

In practical application, a maneuvering target will produce rotational motion that is represented by the rotation vector \( \omega_T \), whose projection onto the plane perpendicular to the LOS is called the effective rotation vector \( \omega_e \). The point \( O' \) is assumed to be the autofocus center for three receivers during the whole observation time, which will be mentioned in Sec. 5.

![Fig. 1 Geometry in the InISAR system.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Applied-Remote-Sensing)
Assume the transmitted linear frequency modulation (LFM) signal takes the following form:

\[ s(t) = \exp \left[ j2\pi \left( f_c t + \frac{1}{2} \mu t^2 \right) \right], \quad |t| \leq \frac{T_s}{2}, \]  

(1)

where \( t \), \( T_s \), \( f_c \), and \( \mu \) denote the fast time, the pulsewidth, the carrier frequency, and the chirp rate (CR), respectively. After pulse compression, the echo signal at the receiver \( \Gamma(A, B, C) \) from the scatterer \( P(x_p, y_p, z_p) \) can be represented as

\[ s_{r_p}(t, t_m) = \delta_p B \sin c \left\{ B \left[ t - \frac{R_{A_p}(t_m) + R_{V_p}(t_m)}{c} \right] \right\} \exp \left[ -j2\pi \frac{R_{A_p}(t_m) + R_{V_p}(t_m)}{\lambda} \right], \]  

(2)

where \( t_m \) is the slow time, \( \delta_p \) is the amplitude, \( B \) is the transmitted signal bandwidth, and \( \lambda = c/\omega \) is the wavelength. \( R_{V_p}(t_m) \) denotes the distance of the antenna \( \Gamma(A, B, C) \) to the scatterer \( P \), and this can be expressed as

\[ R_{A_p}(t_m) = \left\{ |x_p + \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m)|^2 + |y_p + \Delta R_{y_p}(t_m)|^2 + |z_p + \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m)|^2 \right\}^{1/2}, \]  

(3)

\[ R_{B_p}(t_m) = \left\{ |x_p + L + \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m)|^2 + |y_p + \Delta R_{y_p}(t_m)|^2 + |z_p + \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m)|^2 \right\}^{1/2} = R_{A_p}(t_m) + \frac{2|x_p + \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m)|L + L^2}{2R_{A_p}(t_m)}, \]  

(4)

\[ R_{C_p}(t_m) = \left\{ |x_p + \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m)|^2 + |y_p + \Delta R_{y_p}(t_m)|^2 + |z_p + L + \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m)|^2 \right\}^{1/2} = R_{A_p}(t_m) + \frac{2|z_p + \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m)|L + L^2}{2R_{A_p}(t_m)}, \]  

(5)

where \( \Delta R(t_m) \) is the range translation quantity, which is the same for all scatterers on the target, and \( \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m), \Delta R_{y_p}(t_m), \) and \( \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m) \) are the range displacements due to rotation of the target with respect to the autofocus center \( O' \) as shown in Fig. 1, respectively.

Obviously, it is the \( R_{V_p}(t_m) \) in Eq. (3) that results in the range migration (the translational range migration and the rotational range migration) and Doppler frequency shift (induced by the translational motion and rotational motion). Similar to the ISAR image, in order to achieve 3-D InSAR images, the motion compensation without destroying the coherence among the three receivers should be first achieved. However, notice that the terms to work for range alignment in the three receivers are different due to the existence of the second terms in Eqs. (3) and (4). Consider, under the far-field conditions, that the target size does not exceed 60 m, and the distances of the radar to target and the baseline length are no fewer than 10,000 and 1 m, respectively. Also, assume that the autofocus point is in the \( X \) and \( Z \) axes, and the effective range displacements \( \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m) \) and \( \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m) \) do not exceed 4 m; then, we have

\[ \frac{2|x_p + \Delta R_{x_p}(t_m)|L + L^2}{2R_{A_p}(t_m)} \leq \frac{2(60 + 4) \times 1 + 100}{2 \times 10,000} \leq 0.05 \text{ m}, \]  

(6)

\[ \frac{2|z_p + \Delta R_{z_p}(t_m)|L + L^2}{2R_{A_p}(t_m)} \leq \frac{2(60 + 4) \times 1 + 100}{2 \times 10,000} \leq 0.05 \text{ m}. \]  

(7)

The distance differences induced by rotation between three antennas are much smaller than the range resolution, when the radar range resolution is 0.1 to 0.3 m. Therefore, under this approximation, the translational range migration of all three receivers can be accomplished by using the same range alignment compensation function. Here we choose receiver \( A \) as the reference channel to implement the translational range migration and the Doppler frequency shift induced by the translation, which are the same for all scatterers on the target and can be eliminated by the standard range alignment method and the phase gradient autofocus method, respectively.
However, when the target size is a little larger and the required resolution becomes higher, the migration through resolution cells (MTRC), which is related to the location of each scatterer, can no longer be neglected. The Radon–Fourier transform and generalized Radon–Fourier transform (RFT/GRFT) were proposed in Refs. 20–22 to deal with the couple between the envelope and Doppler, which has been shown to be very effective in much literature. 20–23 Thus, the RFT can be used to mitigate the MTRCs and correct all scatterers into the right cell. We will not make a detailed discussion about range alignment in this paper and will only focus on the Doppler frequency shift induced by rotational motion for 3-D InISAR reconstruction.

After the motion compensation, the azimuth echo from the scatterer $P$ can be rewritten as

$$s_{T_p}(t_m) = \sigma_p \exp[-j\Phi_{T_p}(t_m)] = \sigma_p \exp\left[-j\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \left( R_{A_p}(t_m) + R_{B_p}(t_m) \right) \right],$$

(8)

where $\sigma_p$ is the relative amplitude. For simplicity, the exponential term in Eq. (8) can be further expressed as follows; and the detailed derivation is given in the Appendix.

$$s_{T_p}(t_m) = \sigma_p \exp(-j\phi_{T_p}) \exp\left[-j\frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \Delta R_{T_p}(t_m) \right],$$

(9)

where

$$\phi_{A_p} = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_p, \quad \phi_{B_p} = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_p + \frac{2\pi L x_p}{\lambda R_p}, \quad \phi_{C_p} = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_p + \frac{2\pi L z_p}{\lambda R_p}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

From Eq. (10), although the terms $\phi_{T_p}$ are independent of the slow time and unnecessary for the ISAR imaging, they carry significant position information of the scatterer, which should be preserved in the 3-D InISAR image processing, the details of which will be thoroughly explained in Sec. 3.2. The second terms in Eq. (9), completely consistent with each other in three antennas, can work for separating the different scatterers in the same range cell. From Eqs. (9) and (10), we obtain

$$\Delta \phi_{AB} = \phi_{B_p} - \phi_{A_p} = \frac{2\pi L x_p}{\lambda R_p},$$

$$\Delta \phi_{AC} = \phi_{C_p} - \phi_{A_p} = \frac{2\pi L z_p}{\lambda R_p}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Combined with the range information $R_n \approx R_p$, where $R_n$ is the distance of the radar to the $n$'th range cell, the position of the scatterer $P$ can be obtained as

$$x_p = \frac{\lambda R_n \Delta \phi_{AB}}{2\pi L},$$

$$y_p = R_n,$n

$$z_p = \frac{\lambda R_n \Delta \phi_{AC}}{2\pi L}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Therefore, the interferometric phase information is crucial to successfully reconstruct the 3-D position of target, which is also the research emphasis in this paper.

3 Joint Cross Modified Wigner-Ville Distribution

3.1 Proposed Algorithm for Signal Separation

After the uniform motion compensation, the position of the autofocus centers for each ISAR image remains the same relative to the three receiving antennas during the imaging time. Identical to the ISAR image for maneuvering targets, the effective rotating velocities $\omega_x$ and $\omega_z$ are time-variant and do cause the change of the Doppler frequency, which can be utilized to realize the high-resolution ISAR imaging. They can be approximated as
Thus, the corresponding effective range displacement can be expressed as

\[
\Delta R_{\tau_p}(t_m) = x_p \int_0^{t_m} \omega_x(\mu) d\mu + z_p \int_0^{t_m} \omega_z(\mu) d\mu
\]

\[
= x_p \left( \alpha_x t_m + \frac{1}{2} \beta_x t_m^2 \right) + z_p \left( \alpha_z t_m + \frac{1}{2} \beta_z t_m^2 \right).
\]

(14)

Then the echo signals received by receivers \(A, B,\) and \(C\) in the \(n\)th range cell become, respectively,

\[
s_i(t_m) = \sum_{i}^{p} \sigma_i \exp(-j\varphi_{i\tau}) \exp\left[j2\pi \left( f_i t_m + \frac{1}{2} \mu_i t_m^2 \right)\right],
\]

(15)

where \(f_i = -2(x_i \alpha_x + z_i \alpha_z)/\lambda\) and \(\mu_i = -2(x_i \beta_x + z_i \beta_z)/\lambda\) denote the centroid frequency (CF) and the CR of the \(i\)th scatterer, respectively. It can be found from Eq. (13) that the echo signals received by the three antennas have the LFM signal format. Therefore, they can be solved by the same processing algorithms as the LFM signal, such as WVD which is extensively applied for ISAR imaging. However, when the WVD is directly used on the echo signal itself of a single antenna, the interferometric phases will be completely lost. As a result, the joint cross MWVD is introduced to separate the scatterer in the same range cell due to its good phase preservation and searching-free procedure, where the term “joint cross” refers to the joint cross-correlation operation of the data acquired from two different antennas of all three antennas. The key to the so-called joint cross MWVD in this paper is the definition of the symmetric instantaneous cross-correlation function (SICCF) from the two different receivers, which is essentially different from the MWVD that performs the instantaneous autocorrelation only aiming at one receiver. The results of bilinear transform on the signal itself in Ref. [24] will bring about the loss of the time-invariant interferometric phase information, which further results in the failure in the image interferometry. Given the symmetric relation of the antennas \(B\) and \(C\), here we only take the interferometric antenna pair \(AB\) as an example to explain the above analysis. The SICCF of the receiver pair \(AB\) can be defined by

\[
R_{AB}(t_m, \tau) = s_A(t_m + \frac{\tau}{2}) s_B^*(t_m - \frac{\tau}{2})
\]

\[
= \sum_{i}^{p} \sigma_i^2 \exp(j\Delta \varphi_{AB}) \exp[j2\pi (f_i + \mu_i) \tau] + R_{AB,\text{cross}},
\]

(16)

where \(s_A(t_m)\) and \(s_B(t_m)\) denote the echo signals received by receivers \(A\) and \(B\) in the \(n\)th range cell, respectively. \(\tau\) is the lag variable, and \(R_{AB,\text{cross}}\) denotes the cross-terms. By performing the normal WVD transform on Eq. (17), we have

\[
W_{AB}(t_m, f_\tau) = \int s_A(t_m + \frac{\tau}{2}) s_B^*(t_m - \frac{\tau}{2}) \exp(-j2\pi f_\tau \tau) d\tau
\]

\[
= \sum_{i}^{p} \sigma_i^2 \exp(j\Delta \varphi_{AB}) \delta[f_\tau - (f_i + \mu_i)] + W_{AB,\text{cross}}.
\]

(17)

In Eq. (17), the slow time variable \(t_m\) and the lag variable \(\tau\) linearly couple with each other; thus, the joint cross WVD between the receiver pairs \(AB\) peaks along the straight line \(f_\tau = f_i + \mu_i t_m\), whose intercept and slope are related to the CF \(f_i\) and the CR \(\mu_i\) of the \(i\)th scatterer. Borrowing the idea from the classical scale transform (ST), we propose the joint cross MWVD, which can be denoted as


\[ G_{AB}(f_{\tau}, f_{\tau m}) = \int \int_{\tau_{\tau m}} R_{AB}(t_{m}, \tau) d[\tau_{m}] d[\tau] \]
\[ = \sum_{i} \sigma_{i}^{2} \exp(j\Delta \phi_{AB}) \delta(f_{\tau} - f_{i}) \delta(f_{\tau m} - \mu_{i}) + G_{AB,cross}, \quad (18) \]

where \( G_{AB,cross} \) are the cross-terms corresponding to the MWVD, which will be discussed later.

For Eq. (19), the linear couple between the slow time variable \( t_{m} \) and the lag variable \( \tau \) is removed, and the signal energy is completely accumulated only by FFT operation without searching any parameters. Also, it is clearly seen that the CF and the CR are closely related to its coordinates; different scatterers with different coordinates will be discriminated from each other in the centroid frequency and chirp rate domain (CFCRD). After the joint cross MWVD, each scatterer can be easily separated as a peak point in the CFCRD.

### 3.2 Proposed Algorithm for Information Extraction

Without loss of generality, the joint cross MWVD of the scatterer \( P \) from the antenna pair \( AB \) can be denoted as

\[ G_{AB}(f_{\tau}, f_{\tau m}) = \text{FFT}_{\tau}(\text{FFT}_{t_{m}}[R_{AB}(t_{m}, \tau)]) = \sigma_{p}^{2} \exp(j\Delta \phi_{AB}) \delta(f_{\tau} - f_{p}) \delta(f_{\tau m} - \mu_{p}). \quad (19) \]

where \( t_{m} \) denotes the new time variable after ST. \( G_{AB}(f_{\tau}, f_{\tau m}) \) has a sole peak at the point \((f_{p}, \mu_{p})\) and can be modeled as an ideal point spread function. Also, more attention should be paid to the fact that the interferometric phase information \( \Delta \phi_{AB} \) of each scatterer is well preserved in Eq. (19) then the phase differences can be computed as follows:

\[ \Delta \phi_{AB} = \angle[G_{AB}(f_{p}, \mu_{p})], \quad \Delta \phi_{AC} = \angle[G_{AC}(f_{p}, \mu_{p})]. \quad (20) \]

We can use Eq. (12) to solve the 3-D position of all scatterers in the \( n \)th range cell. Hence, the 3-D positions of all scatterers on the target will be easily obtained by using the same process in all range cells.

In addition, it is also worthwhile to mention that only when the phase differences \( \Delta \phi_{AB} \) and \( \Delta \phi_{AC} \) do not exceed \( 2\pi \) is the solution to \((x_{p}, z_{p})\) in Eq. (14) correct. Hence,

\[ \Delta \phi_{AB} = \frac{2\pi L x_{p}}{\lambda R_{p}} \leq 2\pi, \quad \Delta \phi_{AC} = \frac{2\pi L z_{p}}{\lambda R_{p}} \leq 2\pi \quad (21) \]

must be satisfied. Note that \((x_{p}, z_{p})\) depends on the aircraft size. In other words, as long as the aircraft size does not exceed \( \lambda R_{n}/L \), the solution to \((x_{p}, z_{p})\) is correct. Similar to the aforementioned consideration, the target size does not exceed 60 m, and the distance of the radar to target and the baseline length are no less than 10,000 and 1 m, respectively. Thus,

\[ x_{p}, \quad z_{p} \leq \frac{\lambda R_{n}}{L} = \frac{0.03 \times 10,000}{1} = 300 \text{ m} \quad (22) \]

can always be satisfied.

### 3.3 Rotation Parameter Retrieval

The rotation parameter estimation is an essential task for ISAR and has drawn much attention. According to Eqs. (13)–(15), when the coordinates of the scatterer are fixed, the CF \( f_{p} \) and the CR \( \mu_{p} \) of the scatterer \( P \) mainly depend on the angular velocity \( \alpha_{x}, \alpha_{z} \) and angular acceleration \( \beta_{x}, \beta_{z} \) along the \( X \) and \( Z \) axes, respectively. That is,

\[ f_{p} = -2(x_{p} \alpha_{x} + z_{p} \alpha_{z})/\lambda = -2\alpha_{x}(x_{p} \cos \theta + z_{p} \sin \theta)/\lambda, \quad (23) \]
\[ \mu_{p} = -2(x_{p} \beta_{x} + z_{p} \beta_{z})/\lambda = -2\beta_{x}(x_{p} \cos \theta + z_{p} \sin \theta)/\lambda. \quad (24) \]
where \( x_P \) and \( z_P \) denote the coordinates of the scatterer \( P \), and \( \alpha_e \) and \( \beta_e \) are the effective initial rotating velocity (IRV) and effective rotating acceleration (RA), respectively.

Accordingly, the parameters \( \alpha_e \) and \( \beta_e \) can be estimated with the estimated parameters \( x_P \) and \( z_P \). We can rewrite Eqs. (23) and (24) by considering only the contribution of the \( i \)th scatterer.

\[
C_i = aX_i + bZ_i,
\]

\[
D_i = cX_i + dZ_i,
\]

where \( C = -\lambda f_i/2 \), \( D = -\lambda \mu_i/2 \), \( X_i = x_i \), \( Z_i = z_i \), \( a = \alpha_e \cos \theta \), \( b = \alpha_e \sin \theta \), \( c = \beta_e \cos \theta \), and \( d = \beta_e \sin \theta \). \( C_i \) and \( D_i \), respectively, represent the CF and the CR of the \( i \)th scatterer, which have been extracted in Eq. (18). Also, the coordinates \( X_i \), \( Z_i \) of the \( i \)th scatterer can be calculated from Eq. (13). Then, the parameters \( \alpha_e \) and \( \beta_e \) can be accomplished by estimating \( a \) and \( b \).

The situation can be mathematically dealt with by minimizing the function

\[
\Psi(a, b) = \sum_{i=N_P}^P [C_i - (aX_i + bZ_i)]^2, \quad \Upsilon(c, d) = \sum_{i=N_P}^P [D_i - (cX_i + dZ_i)]^2.
\]

where \( N_P \) is the number of extracted scatterers.

Consequently, the effective IRV, \( \alpha_e \), and effective RA, \( \beta_e \), can be obtained by the estimated \( \hat{a} \), \( \hat{b} \), \( \hat{c} \), and \( \hat{d} \).

\[
\hat{\alpha}_e = \sqrt{\hat{a}^2 + \hat{b}^2}, \quad \hat{\beta}_e = \sqrt{\hat{c}^2 + \hat{d}^2}.
\]

4 Performance of Joint Cross Modified Wigner-Ville Distribution

4.1 Analysis of the Cross-Terms

In order to obtain the high-resolution imaging, the echo signals have to be modeled as multi-component LFM signals in each range cell. Moreover, due to the nonlinear characteristic of the SICCF, the cross-terms are inevitable and may affect the detection of self-terms. We need to analyze the performance of the joint cross MWVD under the situation of multi-LFM signals. Here, assume that there are two scatterers, and the proof process of the multi-LFM signals can refer to the following discussion:

\[
s_A(t_m) = s_{A_1}(t_m) + s_{A_0}(t_m)
\]

\[
= \sigma_p \exp(-j\psi_{A_1}) \exp \left[j2\pi \left(f_m t_m + \frac{1}{2} \mu_p t_m^2 \right) \right] + \sigma_q \exp(-j\psi_{A_0}) \exp \left[j2\pi \left(f_q t_m + \frac{1}{2} \mu_q t_m^2 \right) \right].
\]

\[
s_B(t_m) = s_{B_1}(t_m) + s_{B_0}(t_m)
\]

\[
= \sigma_p \exp(-j\psi_{B_1}) \exp \left[j2\pi \left(f_m t_m + \frac{1}{2} \mu_p t_m^2 \right) \right] + \sigma_q \exp(-j\psi_{B_0}) \exp \left[j2\pi \left(f_q t_m + \frac{1}{2} \mu_q t_m^2 \right) \right].
\]

After performing the SICCF on Eq. (30), we obtain

\[
R_{AB}(t_m, \tau) = R_{AB_p,pp}(t_m, \tau) + R_{AB_p,pp}(t_m, \tau) + R_{AB_p,pp}(t_m, \tau) + R_{AB_p,pp}(t_m, \tau).
\]
\[ R_{AB_{p,q,m}}(t_m, \tau) = \sigma_p \sigma_q \exp[j(\varphi_{B_q} - \varphi_{A_p})] \]
\[ \times \exp \left\{ j2\pi \left[ (f_p - f_q)t_m + (f_p + f_q)\frac{\tau}{2} + \frac{1}{2} (\mu_p - \mu_q) \tau^2 \right] + \frac{1}{2} (\mu_p + \mu_q) t_m + \frac{1}{2} (\mu_p - \mu_q) \tau^2 \right\} \} . \] (32)

and the cross-term \( R_{AB_{p,q,m}}(t_m, \tau) \) is the same as \( R_{AB_{A,q,m}}(t_m, \tau) \) in essence; thus, we only take \( R_{AB_{A,q,m}}(t_m, \tau) \) as an example to analyze. Then, after ST, we have
\[ ST_{AB_{p,q,m}}(t'_m, \tau) = \sigma_p \sigma_q \exp[j(\varphi_{B_q} - \varphi_{A_p})] \]
\[ \times \exp \left\{ j2\pi \left[ (f_p - f_q)\frac{t'_m}{\tau} + (f_p + f_q)\frac{T_m}{2} + \frac{1}{2} (\mu_p - \mu_q) \left( \frac{T_m}{\tau} \right)^2 \right] + \frac{1}{2} (\mu_p + \mu_q) t'_m + \frac{1}{2} (\mu_p - \mu_q) \tau^2 \right\} \} . \] (33)

It can be found from Eq. (33) that the ST can only correct the linear CR migration of self-terms, but not of the cross-terms. Thus, the energy of self-terms is well accumulated after MWVD, while the energy of cross-terms is typically dispersed in the whole distribution. Here, we do a simulation to testify that the proposed algorithm in the paper can handle the situation of multicomponents. Consider three components denoted by AU1, AU2, and AU3, respectively. The sample frequency is 256 Hz, and the effective signal length is 512. The CF and CR of AU1, AU2, and AU3 are as follows: \( f_1 = 20 \) Hz, \( \mu_1 = 20 \) Hz/s, \( f_2 = -20 \) Hz, \( \mu_2 = 20 \) Hz/s, and \( f_3 = 20 \) Hz, \( \mu_3 = -20 \) Hz/s.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the couplings of the self-terms are removed by ST, but this does not work for the cross-terms. Therefore, the energy of self-terms is well accumulated in CCFR, and the proposed method is more suitable for the complicated situation. In the above simulation, the amplitudes of the three LFM signals are considered to be the same. However, under the situation of the different amplitudes in a real-world application, the modified clean technique has to be performed to separate strong and weak LFM signals without the loss of significant interferometric phase information.

4.2 Analysis of the Computational Cost

Due to the existence of CR in Eq. (33), the echo signals received by the different receivers cannot be directly integrated to form the image. Therefore, algorithms have been proposed to estimate the parameter to reconstruct the 3-D position of moving target, such as Radon transform, chirplet decomposition algorithm, and Lv’s distribution. However, searching procedures are necessary for Radon transform and the adaptive chirplet algorithm, which will reduce the computational efficiency. Although Lv’s distribution can effectively avoid searching procedures, this advantage is at the cost of the redundancy information. However, there is little difficulty in obtaining the redundancy information to some extent due to the target’s maneuverability in real ISAR applications.

From the above key analysis, we can see that the computation is mainly decided by the part of signal separation. Therefore, the implementation procedures include the defined SICCF of each receiver pair \( O(N_m^2) \), ST based on the chirp-z transform \( O(3N_m^2 \log_2 N_m) \), and the Fourier transform with respect to the lag variable \( O(N_m^2 \log_2 N_m) \). However, the algorithms like the Radon transform and chirplet algorithm are searching techniques to find the most matched signal in the parameter domain. Because of the high computational load, \( O(MN_m \log_2 N_m) \), where \( M \) denotes the number of searching points, which is normally greater than the number of echoes \( N_m \), these existing algorithms are less suitable for real-time high-resolution ISAR imaging.

Moreover, when the estimated parameters are in the larger scope, the searching steps and initial parameters’ set are more difficult to control and cannot achieve a balance.

As is well known, the RFT/GRFT (Refs. 20–23) have been developed for motion estimation of maneuvering targets with arbitrary parameterized motion, and much research has verified the effectiveness of RFT and GRFT. What is more, GRFT have been successfully extended

to space-time RFT (Ref.29) for wideband digital array radar and 3-D space RFT (3-D SRFT)30 to realize the 3-D reconstruction of the moving target. However, the research on the fast implementation for GRFT should be further conducted because of the prohibitive computational burden induced by the multidimensional searching. Fortunately, the particle swarm optimizer28,31 has been widely employed in solving the multiparameter searching problems mentioned above.

Nonetheless, compared to the proposed method in this paper, the 3-D SRFT in Ref.28, where the acceleration is omitted, just aims at a slow maneuvering target via searching the minimum 3-D image entropy versus six-dimensional motion parameters. Also, the searching procedures will be more complicated with an increase of the motion parameters in many scenarios, like targets with complex motion whose rotational motion may cause quadratic phase terms.

5 Three-Dimensional Interferometric Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging Algorithm Based on Joint Cross Modified Wigner-Ville Distribution

For 3-D InISAR imaging for maneuvering targets, the echo signals in a range cell at all receivers can be characterized as the same multicomponent LFM signals after uniform range alignment and phase adjustment. By using the MWVD algorithm without a searching procedure, the scatterer separation and phase extraction are simultaneously accomplished, and then 3-D images are achieved. Consequently, the 3-D InISAR imaging algorithm based on MWVD is illustrated in detail in the following, and the corresponding flowchart is shown in Fig. 3.

Step 1: Complete the range compression of the echo signals received by the three antennas. Step 2: Choose antenna A as the reference channel to accomplish uniform motion compensation with the existing methods in Refs.17–19, and then the scatterers on the target remain the uniform position and autofocus center for the three antennas.

![Fig. 2 Simulation results: (a) contour of WVD, (b) results after ST, (c) contour of MWVD, and (d) stereogram of MWVD.](image-url)
Step 3: Utilize the function $\exp(j\pi L^2/\lambda R_p)$ to compensate the phase difference due to $L$.

Step 4: For each range cell, separate each scatterer in CFPR after joint cross MWVD between two antenna pairs $AB$ and $AC$.

Step 5: Apply the dechirping method to estimate the amplitude and subtract the estimated LFM from the original signal without loss of significant interferometric phase information. Meanwhile, extract the interferometric phase of the scatterer and regain the corresponding coordinate by using Eq. (12).

Step 6: Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the residual energy of the signal is smaller than threshold $T$.

Step 7: Repeat the aforementioned steps (4 to 6) until all the range cells have been finished.

Step 8: Combine the range information along the $Y$ axis and output 3-D images.

6 Simulation Results

In realistic applications, the scatterers on the target may be composed of some disturbed sources, and it is also possible that some scatterers may be sheltered by the body of the target. In this case, the readers can refer to Ref. [32] for a detailed solution. However, when compared to the radar wavelength, the target size is much larger; the assumption is normally valid that the scatterers on a real target can be regarded as separated point-like $8,9,12$–16 and the obtained image may be

![Flowchart of the proposed InSAR imaging algorithm.](image-url)
depicted by the location of strong scatterers. Therefore, the simulation in this paper is always under the condition that the scatterers on the target are point-like.

6.1 Example A

In this section, a simple turntable target shown in Fig. 4(a) is modeled as seven scatterers. The parameters used are set as follows: target distance $R = 10$ km, baseline length $L = 1$ m, effective velocity $\alpha_x = 0.08$ rad/s, $\alpha_z = 0.04$ rad/s, and effective acceleration $\beta_x = 0.06$ rad/s$^2$, $\beta_z = 0.06$ rad/s$^2$. The pulse repetition frequency is 256 Hz, and the number of effective pulses is 512.

Figure 4(a) shows the ideal target model including seven ideal scatterer points. As is clearly seen in Fig. 4(b), in the joint cross WVD of antenna pairs $AB$ in a certain range cell (225 range cell), though the three scatterers are presented as different lines, the signal energy is not accumulated well and cross-terms do exist and should be considered in extreme cases. Based on the aforementioned consideration, we introduce the joint cross MWVD to accomplish energy accumulation without loss of the interferometric phase information. In Fig. 4(c), each scatterer is distinctly separated in the CFCRD, and the coordinates of each scatterer can be obtained easily from the interferometric phase information on its peak. Consequently, the 3-D images of a target are achieved based on the proposed joint cross MWVD algorithm. Figure 4(d) shows the reconstructed result of a 3-D InISAR image of an ideal model, where the real scatterer points are presented to make a comparison.

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the relative mean square error (MSE) of 3-D reconstructed coordinates is computed, and the MSE is defined by

$$\text{MSE} = \frac{\| \mathbf{R}_{\text{est}} - \mathbf{R} \|_2}{\| \mathbf{R} \|_2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)
where $\mathcal{R}$ and $\mathcal{R}_{\text{est}}$ represent the original data and the reconstructed data obtained by the proposed algorithm in this paper. The MSEs of the 3-D reconstructed coordinates obtained by using the proposed method are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1 Reconstruction performance of example A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reconstructed coordinates</th>
<th>X-coordinate (MSE: %)</th>
<th>Z-coordinate (MSE: %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSE (%)</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>9.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radar</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency (G)</td>
<td>Target distance (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 G</td>
<td>100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (M)</td>
<td>Baseline length (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 M</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency</td>
<td>Effective rotating (X Y-axis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective echo (G)</td>
<td>Velocity (rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.12 0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample frequency (G)</td>
<td>Acceleration (rad/s²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 G</td>
<td>0.08 0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6.2 Example B**

In this simulation, we perform the proposed 3-D InISAR algorithm on a synthetic airplane model, which is a rigid object composed of 137 ideal scatterers. The corresponding parameters used are shown in Table 2 and the target in the simulation is moving along a straight line with respect to the radar LOS. Here, we assume that uniform motion compensation has been completed and all scatterers have the same autofocus center for the three antennas.

![Fig. 5 Target model.](image-url)
The models are shown in Fig. 5, and the results of the 3-D InISAR image in different views from three visual angles are given in Fig. 6, where the reconstructed results correspond to its projections on the $XY$, $XZ$, and $YZ$ planes, respectively. As is clearly seen from those figures, though not all of the scatterers are achieved correctly, the proposed algorithm can perform high-quality 3-D InISAR imaging of the maneuvering target. The position error of the scatterer shown in Fig. 6 results from the above approximation, noise, and cross-terms in the correlation algorithm. For the interference of the noise and cross-terms, the spurious scatterers have been reconstructed, which will lead to inconsistency in the number between the ideal scatterers and the reconstructed scatterers. In addition, in real ISAR imaging applications, because the number of scatterers on the target is usually unknown, the MSE of 3-D reconstructed coordinates cannot be obtained. Fortunately, the reconstruction accuracy is closely related to the parameter estimation precision.

Therefore, similar to providing a quantitative evaluation for the reconstruction performance of the 3-D target in Sec. 6.1, in order to characterize the parameter estimation precision of the proposed algorithm quantitatively, the MSEs of IRV and RA are calculated by using Eq. (34). Here, the input signal-to-noise is 20 dB, and the experiment is repeated 50 trials. From Table 3, it can be found that the MSEs of the estimated parameters with the proposed algorithm in the paper are relatively small and within the acceptable range in a real application scenario, which indirectly demonstrates the effectiveness of the reconstruction via the joint cross MWVD algorithm. On the other hand, in order to improve the 3-D image quality in the future, more attention should be paid to the areas that can acquire a higher antinoise performance and effectively suppress cross-terms.

**Table 3** Reconstruction performance of example B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated parameters</th>
<th>True value</th>
<th>Average estimated value</th>
<th>MSE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRV</td>
<td>0.4176</td>
<td>0.3570</td>
<td>14.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>0.3688</td>
<td>0.3489</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Conclusion

This paper has presented a 3-D InISAR imaging algorithm for maneuvering targets based on the joint cross MWVD. The characteristics of such a 3-D InISAR imaging algorithm include the following: (1) it is a nonsearching method in both cross-range resolution and interferometric phase extraction; (2) it can deal with the multicomponents due to its good performance in suppressing the cross-terms via coherent integration; and (3) it can accurately implement the retrieval of the rotation parameters, which is essential for target recognition and target identification in ISAR imaging application.

Appendix: Derivation of Signal Phase

This appendix mainly presents the simplification of the phase in Eq. (9). Rearranging Eqs. (3)-(4), we have

$$R_{AP}(t_m) \approx R_p + \frac{2x_p \Delta R_{xp}(t_m) + 2y_p \Delta R(t_m) + [\Delta R(t_m)]^2}{2R_p}$$

$$+ 2x_p \Delta R_{zp}(t_m) + 2y_p \Delta R_{yp}(t_m) + [\Delta R_{xp}(t_m)]^2 + [\Delta R_{yp}(t_m)]^2 + 2\Delta R_{zp}(t_m) \Delta R(t_m)$$

$$\approx R_p + \frac{2x_p \Delta R_{xp}(t_m) + 2y_p \Delta R(t_m) + [\Delta R(t_m)]^2}{2R_p}$$

(35)

where $R_p = \sqrt{x_p^2 + y_p^2 + z_p^2}$ is the distance of the radar to scatter $P$. It is worth noting that this paper is under the assumption of far-field conditions, that is, the distance of the scatterer to the three antennas is same and is much larger than the target size. So the approximations $y_p \approx R_p$ and $R_p \gg x_p$ or $z_p$ hold. According to Eq. (35), the phase of the echo signal from the scattering center located at scatterer $P$ on the target will have the form

$$\Phi_{AP}(t_m) = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda}[R_p + \Delta R_{xp}(t_m)] + \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \left\{ 2\Delta R(t_m) + \frac{[\Delta R(t_m)]^2}{R_p} \right\} + \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}$$

$$\left\{ 2x_p \Delta R_{xp}(t_m) + 2y_p \Delta R_{yp}(t_m) + [\Delta R_{xp}(t_m)]^2 + [\Delta R_{yp}(t_m)]^2 + 2\Delta R_{zp}(t_m) \Delta R(t_m) \right\}$$

$$\frac{2x_p \Delta R_{xp}(t_m) + 2y_p \Delta R(t_m) + [\Delta R(t_m)]^2}{2R_p}$$

(36)

Evidently, the second terms in Eq. (36), independent of the scatterer, are just autofocus, which should be estimated and removed from all scatterers on the target in the motion compensation. Moreover, the rotation angle is small, and as demonstrated in Ref. [12], the third terms in Eq. (37) can be neglected.

After the autofocus and the aforementioned approximation, the phase in Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

$$\Phi_{AP}(t_m) = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_p + \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \Delta R_{xp}(t_m),$$

(37)

$$\Phi_{AP}(t_m) = \Phi_{AP}(t_m) + \frac{2\pi Lx_p}{\lambda} \frac{R_p}{RxP} + \frac{2\pi L \Delta R_{xp}(t_m)}{\lambda R_p} + \frac{\pi L^2}{\lambda R_p},$$

(38)

$$\Phi_{AP}(t_m) = \Phi_{AP}(t_m) + \frac{2\pi Lz_p}{\lambda} \frac{R_p}{RxP} + \frac{2\pi L \Delta R_{zp}(t_m)}{\lambda R_p} + \frac{\pi L^2}{\lambda R_p}.$$
\[ \Phi_{A_p}(t_m) = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_P + \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \Delta R_{y_P}(t_m), \] (40)

\[ \Phi_{B_p}(t_m) = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_P + \frac{2\pi L_{x_P}}{\lambda} R_P + \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \Delta R_{x_P}(t_m), \] (41)

\[ \Phi_{C_p}(t_m) = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} R_P + \frac{4\pi L_{z_P}}{\lambda} R_P + \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \Delta R_{z_P}(t_m). \] (42)
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